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Abstract— Battery performance prediction is crucial for
battery-aware power management, battery maintenance, and
multi-cell battery design. However, the existing battery models
cannot capture the circuit characteristics and nonlinear battery
effects, especially recovery effect. This paper aims to fill this
gap by developing an enhanced circuit-based model for single-
cell battery. The proposed model is validated by comparing
simulation results with experimental data collected through
battery testbed. The comparison shows that the proposed model
can accurately characterize and predict the single-cell battery
performance with considerations of various nonlinear battery
effects under both constant and variable loads.

I. INTRODUCTION

Battery has been widely used in various mobile devices such

as PDA, laptop, battery-powered electric vehicle, and battery

energy storage system. An accurate battery model, which can

capture complicated and dynamic battery circuit features and

nonlinear capacity effects, is very crucial for circuit simulation,

multi-cell battery analysis, battery performance prediction and

optimization, and battery maintenance.

So far, many battery models have been proposed in literature

[1]. In general, existing battery models can be divided into

physical models, analytical models, and circuit-based models.

In physical models, differential equations have been used to

capture the complex electrical-chemical process in a battery

[2]. Therefore, physical models are accurate and generic,

which can be used to characterize battery behaviors. However,

physical models require intensive computations to solve the

interdependent partial differential equations. In addition, due

to lack of battery model parameters such as battery structure

and chemical composition, physical models are difficult to

be configured and used [1], [3], [4]. To reduce the compu-

tational complexity, analytical models have been developed,

where an equivalent mathematical representation is used to

approximate the battery performance [5]–[8]. Analytical mod-

els are accurate and simple enough for power management,

but they ignore circuit features such as voltage and internal

resistance, making them infeasible for multi-cell battery design

and analysis as well as circuit simulation. In circuit-based

models, battery nonlinear circuit behaviors can be emulated by

using capacitors, voltage and current resources, and resistors

from the circuit analysis point of view. Circuit-based models

can capture the complicated battery properties, which can be

Fig. 1. Existing battery model [9]

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS

V o Open-circuit voltage

V C
i Output voltage

V F Cutoff voltage of the single-cell battery

RT Self discharge resistance
R Internal resistance

RS Short-transient resistance

RL Long-transient resistance

CS Short-transient capacitance

CL Long-transient capacitance
ϕ State of charge

αf Full capacity of a single cell

αA Consumed capacity of a single-cell battery

IC Discharge current rate
µ Recoverable capacity

easily implemented in electronic design automation (EDA)

tools at different levels of abstraction [9]–[12]. However,

current circuit-based models cannot estimate the impact of

nonlinear behaviors on battery available capacity, leading to

an inaccurate prediction of remaining battery capacity [8].

In this paper, we propose a new circuit-based battery model

to capture the battery circuit features and nonlinear battery

capacity effects, especially recovery effect. The model can

accurately capture the battery performance both at constant

and variable loads. We have validated the proposed battery

model with experimental data collected through the ARBIN

battery testing equipment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the related work. The battery model is proposed in

Section III. The proposed battery model is validated in Section

IV. We conclude the paper in Section V.
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Fig. 2. The proposed battery model

II. RELATED WORK

Figure 1 illustrates the existing circuit-based battery model

[9]. Here, the voltage-controlled voltage source is used to

represent State of Charge (SOC) and open-circuit voltage. A

current-controlled current source is used to represent battery

capacity and SOC. The RC network emulates the transient

voltage response. All model parameters, such as open-circuit

voltage, resistors, and capacitors, can be approximated by

mathematic equations listed as follows.























































αA(IC , ts, te) = IC(te − ts)

ϕC = 1 − αA

cf

V o(ϕC) = a1e
a2ϕC

+ a3ϕ
C − a4ϕ

C2
+ a5ϕ

C3
+ a6

R(ϕC) = b1e
b2ϕC

+ b3ϕ
C − b4ϕ

C2
+ b5ϕ

C3
+ b6

RS(ϕC) = d1e
−d2ϕC

+ d3

CS(ϕC) = f1e
f2ϕC

+ f3

RL(ϕC) = g1e
g2ϕC

+ g3

CL(ϕC) = l1e
l2ϕC

+ l3

(1)

where, αA is the accumulated capacity during time period

[ts, te] at rate of IC ; R, V o, cf , and ϕC are battery internal

resistance, open-circuit voltage, the full capacity, and SOC,

respectively; RS , RL, CS , and CL are resistances and ca-

pacitors to capture the transient response of battery voltage.

a1 ∼ a6, b1 ∼ b6, d1 ∼ d3, f1 ∼ f3, g1 ∼ g3, and l1 ∼ l3 are

coefficients of the model.

In general, the circuit-based model can accurately capture

the dynamic circuit characteristics of a battery such as non-

linear open-circuit voltage, temperature, cycle number, and

self-discharge. However, the existing circuit-based model uses

constant capacitor to model battery capacity, meaning that it

is unable to capture and model the capacity relaxation process

such as battery recovery effect. In addition, the accuracy of

the existing model is very sensitive to the load variation rate,

making it unable to handle dynamic battery load.

III. PROPOSED BATTERY MODEL

A. The Proposed Circuit-based Model

We propose an enhanced circuit-based model by replacing

the consistent capacitor by a variable capacitor, as shown in

Figure 2. The proposed model enables us to capture both

battery circuit features and nonlinear battery capacity effects,

making it a comprehensive and accurate model. The proposed

battery model can be denoted as:






























































































αA(IC , β, L, ts, te) = ICF (L, ts, te, β)
F (L, ts, te, β) = ts − te

+ 2
∑

∞

m=1
e−β2m2(L−ts)

−e−β2m2(L−te)

β2m2

ϕC = 1 − αA

cf

V o(ϕC) = a1e
a2ϕC

+ a3ϕ
C − a4ϕ

C2
+ a5ϕ

C3
+ a6

R(ϕC) = b1e
b2ϕC

+ b3ϕ
C − b4ϕ

C2
+ b5ϕ

C3
+ b6

RS(ϕC) = d1e
−d2ϕC

+ d3

CS(ϕC) = f1e
f2ϕC

+ f3

RL(ϕC) = g1e
g2ϕC

+ g3

CL(ϕC) = l1e
l2ϕC

+ l3

V C(ϕC) = V o
i (ϕC) − R(ϕC)IC − RS(ϕC)

RS(ϕC)·jω·C(ϕC)+1
IC

− RL(ϕC)
RL(ϕC)·jω·CL(ϕC)+1

IC

(2)

where, V C(ϕC) denotes battery output voltage; ω means the

current variation rate.

B. Remaining Capacity

In the proposed model, the accumulated capacity is denoted

by an analytical expression [6] to capture the battery recovery

effect. The consumed capacity αC(I, β, L, ts, te), which is

dissipated during the load period [ts, te] at the discharge

current IC , can be written as [6]:










αA(IC , β, L, ts, te) = ICF (L, ts, te, β)
F (L, ts, te, β) = ts − te

+ 2
∑

∞

m=1
e−β2m2(L−ts)

−e−β2m2(L−te)

β2m2

(3)

In this equation, the first term IC(ts − te) is the consumed

capacity by the load IC during the load period [ts, te].

The second term 2IC
∑

∞

m=1
e−β2m2(L−ts)

−e−β2m2(L−te)

β2m2 is the

amount of discharging loss due to the current effect, which is

the maximum recoverable battery capacity at te. It can be

observed that the discharge loss will increase as the discharge

current increases. β2 is a constant related to the diffusion

rate within battery. The larger the β2, the faster the battery

diffusion rate is, thus the less the discharging loss. L is the total

operating time of the battery. m determines the computational

complexity and accuracy of the model.

When a fully charged battery is discharged over time τ =
{t0, t1, · · · tN}, the remaining capacity can be denote as:

αC = αf −
N

∑

i=1

αA(IC
i , β, L, ti−1, ti) (4)

where, αf is the full capacity of the battery.

As seen from Eq. 4, αC will change with current variation,

which is accurately capture the battery current effect. When

the output voltage of the battery reaches cutoff voltage, the

battery state of charge gets to 0.

The capacity loss could be recovered. Considering a con-

stant load with profile defined as:

i(t) =

{

I t ∈ [0, T )
0 T

(5)
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The maximum recoverable capacity occurs at t = T can be

denoted as:

µmax (L, I, β, T, T ) = 2I
∑

∞

i=1
e−β2i2L1−eβ2i2(L1−T )

β2i2

= 2I
∑

∞

i=1
e−β2i2L1 (1−eβ2i2T )

β2i2

(6)

The recovery rate of a battery ε with a constant profile over

time ∆t is:

ε(T, ∆t, β) = µ(L, 0, β, T, T+∆t)
µmax(L, 0, β, T, T )

=
2I

∑

∞

i=1
e−β2i2(L1−T )(1−e−β2i2∆T )

β2i2

2I
∑

∞

i=1
e−β2i2L1 (1−e−β2i2T )

β2i2

=
∑

∞

i=1
eβ2i2T (1−e−β2i2∆T )

i2

∑

∞

i=1
1−e−β2i2T

i2

(7)

Therefore, the recovered capacity of the battery over time

∆t is:

µ(L, I, β, T,∆t) = µmax × ε(T, ∆t, β)

= 2I
∑

∞

i=1
e−β2i2L1 (1−e−β2i2T )

β2i2
×

∑

∞

i=1
eβ2i2T (1−e−β2i2∆T )

i2

∑

∞

i=1
1−e−β2i2T

i2

(8)

which not only relies on the discharging current, but only

determined by the discharging time T , rest time ∆t, and

battery parameter β.

Self-discharge resistor RT is used to characterize the self-

discharge energy loss when battery are stored for a long time,

which is a function of SOC, temperature, and cycle number.

The usable capacity decreases slowly with time when no load

is connected to the battery. So, in this paper we ignore the

self-discharge.

IV. MODEL VALIDATION

A. Experiment Setup

We have validated the proposed battery model under both

constant currents and variable currents by using HE18650 bat-

tery whose full capacity, nominal voltage, and cutoff voltage

are 2600mAH , 3.7V and 3V , respectively. All parameters

of the proposed battery model, as shown in Table II, can be

obtained by using the standard least-square estimator [8], [12].

The simulation results of the battery are obtained by using

MATLAB, and the experimental data are collected through

the ARBIN battery testing instrument BT2000 as shown in

Figure 3 [13]. The battery is first charged to its full capacity

through Constant Current Constant Voltage (CCCV), and then

it will be rested for 30 minutes [14]. Then, the battery will be

discharged under different predefined profiles, respectively.

B. Simulation and Experiment Results

Figure 4 shows the battery performance at constant dis-

charge current rate of 0.25A and 1A, respectively. When

the battery output voltage goes from full capacity voltage to

cutoff voltage, the state of charge of battery drops from a

certain value to 0. The SOC of the full charged battery varies

with discharge current rate, which reflects the current effect.

Experiment results match experimental data well.

Both simulation and experiment results for a four-phase

dynamic load profile at discharge current rate of 1A, 2A, 0.2A,

Fig. 3. ARBIN battery testing instrument BT2000

Fig. 4. Battery model validation at constant loads

Fig. 5. Battery model validation at variable loads
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TABLE II

BATTERY MODEL PARAMETERS

a1 −0.402 a2 −50.58 a3 0.8849 a4 −1.662 a5 1.482

a6 3.574 b1 −0.1726 b2 −20.07 b3 0.0944 b4 −0.2301

b5 0.1772 b6 0.06105 f1 −752.9 f2 −13.51 f3 703.6

g1 6.603 g2 −155.2 g3 0.04984 l1 −6056 l2 −27.12

l3 4475 d1 0.3208 d2 −29.14 d3 0.04669 β 0.35

and 1A are shown in Figure 5. As the battery discharged over

time, the battery voltage will reach the cutoff voltage, and

battery SOC will be 0. This means that the proposed battery

model can accurately quantify the battery characteristic.

From both figures, we can observe that the proposed model

generate voltage response less than 20mV . Therefore, we can

conclude that the simulation results of the proposed battery

model matches well with the experiment data. The close

agreement between simulation results and experimental data

indicates that the battery parameters have been accurately

extracted to predict run-time battery behaviors in both steady

state and transient state voltage responses.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, an accurate and comprehensive circuit-based

battery model has been proposed to capture circuit features and

nonlinear battery effects such as current effect and recovery

effect. Both simulation results and experiment results show

that the proposed models can be used to accurately model and

predict battery performance. The computational complexity of

the proposed model could be controlled, which provides a

way to tradeoff computational complexity and model accuracy.

Therefore, the proposed model will greatly help research on

circuit simulation, multi-cell battery analysis, battery perfor-

mance prediction and optimization, and battery maintenance.
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